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Adelaide V. Finch  
Entries include a typed letter of correspondence from the Maine State 
Library  
Adelbert M. Jakeman  
Entries include a brief biography, typed letters on personal and literary 
stationery, a card with the image of a covered bridge a short distance from 
potato houses, newspaper clippings, and a leaflet from the 1956 State of 
Maine Writers' Conference. 
Adelyn Bushnell  
Entries include a publisher advertisement clipping, a typed biography, a 
newspaper clipping of Bushnell's obituary with her photographic image, and 
a typed biographical letter  
Agnes Cope Foote  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed biographical 
letter on Tory Row Bookshop, Cambridge, Massachusetts, stationery 
Albert E. Cornetti  
Entries include typed letters of correspondence from the Maine State 
Library 
Albert W. Paine  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography on 
personal stationery from Paine's daughter Lydia, and a typed list of book 
gifts to the Maine State Library 
Albion Ende  
Entries include brief biographical information and typed letters with 
research questions from Ende 
Alice Fleming  
Entries include a typed memo from Fleming on personal stationery and a 
typed letter of correspondence from Naughton on Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, Books for Boys and Girls, stationery 
Alice M. Jordan  Entries include letters of correspondence  
Alice Thorpe Homer  
Entries include a biographical sketch, a newspaper clipping with a 
photographic image of Homer, and a letter handwritten on personal 
stationery 
Alice Towne Eveleth  
Entries include a biography typed on a cutout from Maine State Library 
stationery sent as correspondence to Eveleth, typed letters on personal 
stationery with biographical information about the subjects of her book, 
and handwritten letters on personal stationery 
Alice True Larkin  Entry is a biography 
Alma Pendexter Hayden  
Entries include some correct biographical information, handwritten letters 
on personal stationery, biographical information about her sister, a 
newspaper clipping of the poem "The Air Armada" by Hayden that was 
received at the White House among other places, and a newspaper clipping 
of a poem by her daughter 
Alnah James Johnston  
Entries include handwritten biographical information and a publisher 
advertisement 
Alton H. Blackington  Entries include a typed letter with brief biographical information 
Amaranthe J. Michaud  
Entries include a copy of a tribute after Michaud's death, handwritten 
biographical information from Chasse, and a newspaper obituary 
Anna Shaw Buck  Entries include a biographical newspaper clipping with a photographic 
image of Buck, handwritten cards and biographical letter, and a 
handwritten letter on Hotel Manger, at North Station, Boston, 
Massachusetts, stationery 
Anne Carroll Moore  
Entries include a punched index card concerning the New York Public 
Library, brief biographical information and a typed biography, a 
handwritten letter on The Grosvenor, New York,  stationery, and the typed 
transcripts of correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Annette Jackson  
Entries include letters and a newspaper clipping about Jackson's wildcat-
wrestling, fish-game warden, husband 
Annie Hamilton Donnell  
Entries include brief, conflicting biographical information and  handwritten 
and typed correspondence on Maine State Library stationery concerning 
Donnell's name on a list of authors born in Maine, written by Frank Carlos 
Griffith 
Annie Harmon 
Matthews  Entries include handwritten letters on University of Wyoming stationery  
Annie Peabody Brooks  Entries include brief biographical information and a typed biography 
Anthony P. Mezoian  Entries include letters of correspondence 
Argie Lord Buzzell  
Entries include a typed biography and letters of correspondence from the 
Maine State Library 
Arlita D. Parker  
Entries include brief biographical information, a lengthy typed biographical 
letter, typed and handwritten letters on plain paper, and a newspaper 
obituary clipping  
Arthur Huntington 
Nason  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography, a 
handwritten letter on personal stationery from Nason, and handwritten 
letters from his wife on personalized stationery  
Arthur R. Daviau  
Entries include a typed biography and typed letters of correspondence on 
Health Department, City Hall, Waterville, Maine, and personal stationery 
Arthur W. Patterson  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed inscription transcript, 
and typed letters on Arthur W. Patterson, Attorney and Counselor at Law, 
Castine, Maine, stationery 
Augustus C. Knight  
Entries include a handwritten card of deposit, typed biographical letters, 
and extracts from press notices 
Avery E. Lambert  
Entries include a brief biography, a printed notice on retirement with 
Lambert's image, letters typed on The Crow's Nest stationery, and a 
retirement newspaper clipping with Lambert's photographic image 
B. F. Kennedy Jr.  Entry is a letter of correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Babette Brackett  Entry is a handwritten biography 
Barbara and Ed 
Emberley  
Entries include a typed letter with biographical information on personal 
illustrated stationery 
Barbee Oliver Carleton  Entries include a typed biography and welcoming letters of correspondence 
Bartlett Brooks  
Entries include a handwritten letter from Bartlett's daughter, and 
correspondence with his brother on Brooks Brick Company, Brewer, Maine, 
stationery, as they presented a posthumous book of poetry with a 
photograph for the Maine State Library to mount in this book 
Benjamin Butler  
Entries include an artistic card with an image of the Maine chickadee by 
Butler with her handwritten note and typed correspondence from the 
Maine State Library 
Benjamin C. Bubar Sr.  
Entries include a brief biographical sketch of Bubar Sr. with an erroneous 
birthdate, and a typed letter of reply on The Christian Civic League of Maine 
stationery from Benjamin C. Bubar, Jr., concerning the mixed up return of 
Bubar Sr.'s book to the Maine Author Collection 
Benjamin F. Dewar  
Entries include brief biographical information, a handwritten letter, an 
advertisement with a photographic print image of Dewar, and 
correspondence with Harrison from the Exposition Press 
Bertha W. Chapman  
Entries include a handwritten note from Chapman and a typed letter from 
the Maine State Library 
Beulah Sylvester Oxton  
Entries include brief biographical information, handwritten letters from 
Oxton's sister, a biography with typographical errors on Rockland Public 
Library stationery, and a print advertisement 
Bianca Bradbury  Entries include a typed letter on personal stationery 
Bruce McMillan  
Entries include biographies and a copy of an article from Popular 
Photography concerning McMillan's photographic books for children 
Buff Coffin  
Entries include an illustrative business card from Coffin that reveals his first 
name and a biographical press advertisement with Captain Seaweed comic 
drawings 
Caroline R. Clifford  
Entry is the typed biography of a couple waiting for the publication of their 
735 page manuscript about hitchhiking  
Carroll Thayer Berry  
Entries include a publication release newspaper clipping, a typed letter from 
Berry on his personal stationery, and a typed letter from Low on Seth Low 
Press stationery 
Charles A. Jellison  
Entries include a letter of correspondence typed on Naval War College 
stationery by Professor Jellison 
Charles Child  Entries include a handwritten letter on personal stationery 
Charles J. Dean  
Entries include handwritten and typed biographical letters while Dean 
prepared to write a story on Montpelier, the recently reconstructed home 
of General Henry Knox, in Thomaston, Maine 
Charles W. Littlefield  Entries include letters and a biographical review newspaper clipping  
Charlotte and Sumner 
Hazlewood  
Entries include biographies of both Charlotte and Sumner Hazlewood and 
letters of correspondence 
Charlotte Beath Brown  Entries include a handwritten letter from Brown 
Clara Collins Piper  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed letter of 
correspondence on personal stationery 
Clara Louisa Penney  
Entries include a typed biography, typed letters on personal stationery, a 
handwritten letter on plain paper stationery, and a typed letter of 
presentation on The Hispanic Society of America stationery 
Clarence Cook Little  
Entries include a brief biography and typed letters on Roscoe B. Jackson 
Memorial Laboratory stationery from Little and his secretary 
Clarence Edward 
Mulford  
Entries include a typed biography and letters of correspondence from the 
Maine State Library 
Clarence W. Peterson  Entry is a typed biography 
Clement E. Vose  
Entries include the typed transcripts of letters to Vose concerning his 1959 
book Caucasians Only: the Supreme Court, the NAACP, and the Restrictive 
Covenant Cases already in the reference section of the Maine State Library 
and a letter on receipt of this book for the Maine Author Collection to Vose 
at Wesleyan University in Connecticut. 
Conrad E. Kennison  
Entries include an obituary newspaper clipping and a letter from Kennison 
on personal stationery 
Cora B. Millay  
Entries include handwritten letters with some typed transcript of the 
content, stamped and cut out personal stationery, requests for prison 
records, details about Maine Author Collection books from Cora and her 
daughters, and a newspaper obituary 
Curtis Stuart Laughlin  Entry is a letter from the Maine State Library 
Cyrus Hamlin  Entry is a cover sheet with basic biographical information 
D.B. Kreitzberg  Entries include biographical information 
Daniel Irving Gross  
Entries include handwritten letters and a newspaper clipping with a 
photographic image of Gross 
Daniel Manus Pinkwater  
Entries include a typed biography and a typed notice of sentiment 
concerning interdependence in gifts of books to libraries 
Daniel Russell Hodgdon  
Entries include typed and handwritten letters on Seton Hall College and 
personal stationery 
Donald B. Drew  Entry is a handwritten biography 
Donald C. Hansen  Entry is a copy of two newspaper review clippings 
Donald Conant  
Entries include a typed letter of book presentation from Banner on 
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham, Office of the Librarian, stationery 
and correspondence from the Maine state librarian 
Donald Parson  
Entries include a handwritten biographical letter on personal stationery and 
typed correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Donald Quimby Burleigh  
Entries include a typed biography and letters of correspondence from the 
Maine State Library 
Donald Stanley Beal  Entry is a copy of a typed publication release with biographical information 
Dora Emily Lincoln  
Entries include a handwritten biographical letter in response to works that 
were anthologized in Maine and Vermont Poetsand Contemporary 
American Women Poets 
Dora Pillsbury  
Entries include a lengthy handwritten biography and a note concerning the 
presentation of a book of poetry to the Maine Author Collection 
Doris F. Halman  
Entries include a reply to author whereabouts from Brown and handwritten 
correspondence from Halman on personal stationery  
Dorothea Kennedy  
Entries include typed and handwritten biographical letters on personal 
stationery and a newspaper clipping. 
Dorothy M. Cram  
Entries include brief typed and handwritten biographical information on 
artistic stationery, a typed biography, and handwritten correspondence 
with the Maine State Library concerning confusion at the publisher about 
the author of gift books to the library, Dorothy, not her sister Phyllis 
Dorothy Michaud  Entries include a typed biography and a book jacket 
Dorothy Whittemore 
Burgess  
Entries include handwritten letters with biographical information from Keith 
on personal stationery and a handwritten letter of presentation on personal 
stationery from Burgess that was sent with copies of a New York Times 
review  
Douglas Blanchard  Entry is a handwritten biography 
Draper Hunt  Entries include letters and a biography of Professor Hunt 
Dwight B. Demeritt Jr.  Entry is a typed biography 
E. Joshua Lincoln  Entries include handwritten letters and a newspaper clipping 
Edith Lowell  
Entries include handwritten letters on personal and Lowlecrest stationery 
and typed correspondence from the Maine State Library with a misspelling 
of Lowell's name 
Edith M. Patch  
Entries include brief biographical information, typed letters on Maine 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono, stationery, typed extracts from the 
Minnesota Alumni Weekly concerning particulars of the Adams Fund at the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture and her Maine home, Braeside, a 
biographical newspaper clipping with a photographic image of Dr. Patch, 
illustrated publisher advertisements, a biographical publication release 
newspaper clipping with a photographic image of Patch, a publication 
release newspaper clipping, typed correspondence on Maine State Library 
stationery, a typed letter on American Nature Study Society stationery, a 
printed "Yuletide Greeting" card from Patch, typed letters on personal 
stationery, a newspaper obituary clipping, and a printed descriptive folder 
from the Macmillan Company with a biography of Patch and a photographic 
image of Patch and illustrator, Fenton, presenting the Patch-Fenton books, 
among other titles 
Edith Thompson Libby  
Entries include a letter from the Maine State Library and a newspaper 
clipping announcing completion of works by Libby that had not gone to 
press at that time  
Edmund B. Delabarre  
Entries include biographical letters typed on Psychological Laboratory, 
Brown University stationery, letters handwritten on personal stationery, a 
print article describing various theorists of the Dighton Rock inscriptions on 
the Taunton River, a biography, a photographic portrait of Delabarre at age 
40, and a photograph of his birthplace taken about 1900 
Edward C. Janes  Entries include letters of correspondence 
Edward C. Plummer  
Entries include brief biographical information, typed correspondence on 
United States Shipping Board, Washington, stationery, and a typed letter 
from Nichols on The Times Company, Bath, Maine, stationery 
Edward H. Carlson  
Entries include brief biographical information about Carlson and Coolen on 
Stephen Daye Press stationery from Hooper and typed letters of 
correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Edward S. Lawrence  
Entries include a printed biography with a photographic image of Lawrence 
and a typed letter on The Duraloy Company stationery 
Edwin D. Merry  Entries include a biography and a typed letter 
Elaine M. Peverly  Entry is a typed biography 
Eleanor Higgins  Entries include letters and a biography 
Eleanor Rice Pettingill  
Entries include brief biographical information and typed correspondence on 
artistic personal stationery 
Eleonora Semmes 
Morgan  
Entries include a typed letter of correspondence from the Maine State 
Library to the Northeast Harbor Library and handwritten letter of reply from 
Joy with biographical information about Morgan  
Elizabeth Daly  
Entries include a typed book jacket quote, typed letters of correspondence, 
and a brief handwritten biographical letter on personal stationery 
Elizabeth Ellis Hoyt  
Entries include letters from Professor Hoyt and her father on Iowa State 
University and personal stationery 
Elizabeth Etnier  Entries include a handwritten letter on personal stationery 
Elizabeth Hanly Danforth  
Entries include a typed biographical letter from Danforth's home in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil 
Elizabeth Kobus 
Halbeisen  Entries include a brief biography and handwritten letters  
Elizabeth Ladd  
Entries include a typed biographical letter from Ladd's farm, a letter on 
Maine State Library stationery, a letter on Eastern Shade & Screen 
stationery from Beatrice Silver, a fan who sent a newspaper clipping, the 
clipping of the history of the Maine Author Collection from 1968, and a 
thank you card from Silver 
Elizabeth V. Carr  
Entries include brief biographical information and a tiny photograph of Carr, 
handwritten biographical letters, newspaper book review clippings 
featuring Carr and her students and descriptions of school events, black and 
white photographs of Carr and students in the classroom, a copy of an 
advertisement for her book with the image of Carr in the company of 
students Widdecomb and Simmons, newspaper clippings and a handwritten 
playbill presenting the Happy School an operetta written by Carr, and a 
typed letter of congratulations to Mr. J. Weston Walch, publisher, from a 
sister of Saint Gabriel of the Annunciation of the Holy Rosary 
Ellen Obed  
Entries include a publisher's advertisement postcard with an image by 
illustrator Yandell, and a handwritten letter from Obed's sister Bryan, 
concerning an inscribed book gift 
Elsia Holway Burleigh  
Entries include a typed biography and letters of correspondence from the 
Maine State Library 
Elspeth Bragdon  
Entries include newspaper interview and review article clippings with 
photographic images of Bragdon and her husband, separately and together, 
and Bragdon with her dog, handwritten letters -- some biographical -- on a 
card and personal stationery, a typed biography, and the Viking Press 
photograph of Bragdon with her dog 
Emery Neff  
Entries include a typed letter on Columbia University, in the City of New 
York, stationery and a typed letter on personal stationery 
Emily Porter Blair  
Entries include a typed biographical letter concerning H.L. and E.P. Blair, a 
typed letter, and a card of correspondence 
Emma Boynton Lovejoy  Entries include a handwritten letter and poems written by Lovejoy 
Ernest S. Dodge  
Entries include a newspaper review clipping with brief biographical 
information 
Esther J. Dunham  Entries include a handwritten letter of correspondence  
Esther Stevens Brazer  
Entries include a printer's proof of Brazer's Who's Who biography and typed 
correspondence on Maine State Library stationery with handwritten 
biographical replies from Brazer's husband after her death 
Ethel Calvert Phillips  
Entries include a typed biography and typed letters of correspondence on 
personal stationery 
Ethel Hall Bjerkoe  Entries include a typed biography on Birchlands stationery, an 
advertisement for Bjerkoe's lectures, a typed letter on personal stationery, 
a publisher advertisement, and a typed letter of presentation on 
Connecticut State Federation of Women's Clubs, Inc., stationery 
Ethel M. Brainerd  
Entry is a biographical review newspaper clipping with a photographic 
image of Brainerd 
Evelyn Hoxie  
Entries include letters, a script for a centennial pageant, and biographical 
information 
Everett Valentine 
Perkins  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography, and typed 
notes and correspondence from the Maine State Library  
Everett William Lord  
Entries include letters, brief and lengthy biographies with photographic 
images of Lord, a typed letter on The Foreside Community Church 
stationery, and a collection of humorous and historical year-end greeting 
cards.  
Ezra Maxfield  
Entries include biographical information, a photographic portrait, and a 
handwritten letter on Washington and Jefferson College stationery 
Flora Butler Lawton  
Entries include handwritten letters from Lawton, and after her death, 
handwritten letters from Davis and her daughter with some biographical 
information, and a biographical newspaper clipping with a photographic 
image 
Florence Agnes Nelson  
Entries include a newspaper review clipping and the transcripts of letters 
from the Maine State Library 
Florence Alma Phinney  
Entries include a typed biography and handwritten letters of 
correspondence from Phinney's sister 
Florence Amelia 
Cummings  Entries include a typed biography and a typed letter of presentation 
Florence Burrill Jacobs  
Entries include a brief biography, typed letters on personal cards, and a 
newspaper publication release clipping  
Frances Dean Hancock  Entries include letters that admit her own name, Jeanne Judson 
Frances Wentworth 
Knickerbocker  
Entries include a brief biography and a handwritten letter on personal 
stationery 
Francis E. Bowker III  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed letter on personal 
artistic stationery 
Francis Parkman  Entry is a handwritten biography 
Francis Plummer  
Entries include brief biographical material, a typed biography, and a 
newspaper review clipping with a photographic image of Plummer 
Frank A. Munsey  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography, a request 
by Dunnack for materials, and the typed reply on Munsey's personal 
stationery from Titherington about the impossibility of obtaining a 
complete set of Munsey's magazine for the Maine State Library 
Frank B. Emery  
Entries include brief biography and a letter of receipt from the Maine State 
Library to the Christopher Publishing House 
Frank C. Hughes  
Entries include handwritten letters on personal and hotel stationery, 
newspaper clippings of political articles, and a newspaper obituary clipping 
Frank G. Kellogg  
Entries include handwritten letters on personal stationery and the typed 
transcription of Frank G. Kellogg corresponding with the Maine State Library 
concerning  the donation of manuscripts by his father, Elijah Kellogg, Jr., 
errors in the Maine State Library letters and transcription confuse the 
identity of Frank Gilman Kellogg, he is the author of these letters 
Franklin P. Cole  
Entries include brief biographical information and a letter of 
correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Fred E. Jewett  
Entries include a biography and a letter of correspondence on Maine State 
Library stationery 
Frederick E. Jorgensen  
Entries include a biography, handwritten letters from Jorgensen, 
correspondence on Stephen Daye Press Publishers stationery with Hooper 
and Hard, and a copy of a book review from Yankee written by Coffin 
Frederick Nebel  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography with a 
photographic image of Nebel, and a typed letter from Nebel on personal 
stationery 
Frederick William 
Pickard  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography, and a 
typed letter on Du Pont, Vice President's Office, stationery from Pickard  
Gabriel A. Iamurri  Entries include typed letters on personal stationery 
Geneva Pierce  Entries include brief biographical information and typed biographical letters 
George Stuyvesant 
Jackson  
Entries include a biography and a letter typed on Washington and Lee 
University stationery 
George W. Hudson  
Entries include letters of correspondence between a Flint, Michigan, 
librarian and the Maine State Library 
Gerald Eldred Lewis  Entry is a brief handwritten biography 
Gerald Warner Brace  Entries include a handwritten letter and biography  
Gorham Munson  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed letter from 
Munson on Thomas Nelson & Sons, Publishers, stationery 
Grace C. Howard  
Entries include letters, a letter handwritten by Howard, and a newspaper 
clipping of her obituary 
Guy Murchie  
Entries include a typed letter on personal stationery and correspondence 
from the Maine State Library 
Gwen Davenport  
Entries include typed correspondence with the Maine State Library as 
Davenport's novel was being dramatized for Broadway by Akins, with hopes 
that Ethel Barrymore would play the leading role 
Harold Marston Morse  
Entries include brief biographical information and typed letters on The 
Institute For Advanced Study, School of Mathematics, Princeton, New 
Jersey, stationery 
Harold Perham  
Entry is a print biography of Mary S. Perham concerning her role with the 
Maine Mother's Committee and a copy of a newspaper clipping that 
presents Mr. Perham with a Livermore-Livermore Falls Historical Society 
award on the completed publication of Mary Perham's book 
Harriet Blaine Beale  
Entries include handwritten letters on personal stationery, a record of 
Beale's writings about her father in Just Maine Folks, detail of the history of 
the location of the Blaine portrait, and a handwritten letter on Cunard 
R.M.S. Aquitania stationery 
Harriet Plimpton  
Entries include brief biographical information and a handwritten 
biographical letter of correspondence 
Harrison Jewell Holt  
Entries include a letter from Holt on personal stationery suggesting that he 
could not be included in the Maine Author Collection 
Harrison Kinney  Entries include letters typed on personal and New Yorker stationery 
Harry Brown Jr.  
Entries include a typed biographical letter, a handwritten letter on Fort 
Belvoir, Virginia, stationery, a publisher advertisement clipping, typed 
correspondence with Brown at work in the Films Division of the United 
States Office of War Information, and a typed letter on Enterprise 
Productions, Inc., stationery from Hollywood, California 
Harry E. Burroughs  
Entries include typed letters with biographical information on stationery 
from the Burroughs Newsboys Foundation with a overfold flap revealing the 
drawn image of young newspaper carriers 
Harry James Chapman  
Entries include a handwritten biographical letter from Chapman's wife after 
his death and typed correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Harvan Barr Patten  
Entries include the typed transcripts of correspondence with the Maine 
State Library from Patten's daughter-in-law after her husband passed away, 
concerning the possibility of sending some of Gilbert Patten's books to the 
Maine Author Collection 
Hattie Vose Hall  Entries include handwritten letters of correspondence 
Hazel Cole   
Entries include brief biographical information, a handwritten letter on 
personal typed stationery from Cole, a newspaper clipping portrait image of 
Cole from the Boston Transcript, and a book jacket publisher biography 
Hazel V. Hall  Entries include a letter and a publisher advertisement clipping 
Helen Brown  
Entries include a typed biography from Abbott, a Belfast, Maine, librarian 
and a copy of correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Helen Gere Cruikshank  
Entries include letters, information on the Audubon Nature camp in 
Muscongus, Maine, and a brief biography. 
Helen K. Knowles  
Entries include typed letters on personal stationery, a book jacket and 
publisher advertisement, a biographical newspaper clipping with a 
photographic image of Knowles, and a brochure of historic family homes in 
Eliot, Maine 
Helen Leidy Hull  
Entries include letters and an article written by Hull with a photographic 
image of the author  
Henry Buxton  
Entries include a typed biography, a typed letter on the personal stationery 
of Henry and Wayne Buxton, and a newspaper clipping of Henry Buxton's 
obituary 
Henry Clinton Morrison  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed biography, a 
biographical newspaper review clipping, a typed letter on The University of 
Chicago, The Department of Education, stationery, a handwritten letter on 
plain paper from Morrison's son Robert and a typed letter from his son 
Hugh during recovery from an illness, correspondence from the Maine State 
Library, and a typed letter on personal stationery 
Herschel L. Bricker  
Entries include a publication release newspaper clipping, typed letters, and 
a typed biographical letter of presentation to the Maine Author Collection 
on University of Maine, Orono, Department of Public Speaking, stationery. 
Holman Day  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed biography, a 
newspaper obituary clipping with a photographic image of Day, and a 
biographical newspaper clipping with photographic images about the 
marking of Day's grave 13 years after his death  
Horace P. Beck  Entries include letters of correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Hugh Pendexter  Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography, years of 
typed and handwritten correspondence with the Maine State library on 
plain and colorful paper and personal stationery, a descriptive newspaper 
clipping with the photographic image of Pendexter and a dog, and regrets 
concerning his handwriting 
Ina Ladd Brown  
Entries include letters, a typed biography, a handwritten note and cards, 
typed correspondence on Maine State Library stationery, and a typed letter 
on Mitchell, Ballou & Keith stationery 
Ira T. Monroe  
Entries include a handwritten letter on ruled paper and a biographical 
newspaper clipping with the photographic image of Ira and his wife 
celebrating their 53rd wedding anniversary 
Irving Isaacson  Entries include a biography and letters of correspondence 
Isabel Hopestill Carter  
Entries include two typed biographical letters and a newspaper feature 
review clipping  
Israel Newman  
Entries include an advertisement postcard with an image by illustrator 
Yandell and a handwritten letter from Obed's sister Bryan concerning an 
inscribed book gift 
Ivan Calderwood  
Entries include a poetic handwritten letter from Calderwood and a 
publisher advertisement with images and some history of Vinalhaven, 
Maine   
Ivy Bolton  
Entries include a typed biography and a handwritten letter on decorative 
punched paper personal stationery 
J. Donald Adams  
Entries include a typed letter on The New York Times, Book Review, 
stationery and letters of correspondence. 
Jack Hyde  Entries include a letter typed on personal stationery 
Jacqueline Berrill  Entries include a typed letter from Berrill on personal stationery 
Jacqueline Langdon  Entry is a biography 
James Haller  Entry is a biography of Haller and history of the Blue Strawberry Restaurant 
James Richard Hougan  Entry is a biography  
James Wesley Ingles  Entries include a letter from Professor Ingles on Bates College stationery 
Jean Blakemore  
Entries include a card with a painted image of The Smiling Cow in Boothbay 
Harbor, a descriptive typed biography, and a handwritten letter on The 
Smiling Cow and the Merry Calf stationery 
Jean G. Howard  
Entry is the typed biographical sketch of Howard -- a longtime island 
resident, artist, publisher, and author of books for children such as Of Mice 
and Mice, Half a Cage, and Tuk the Timid : the Story of a Sea Otter - Aleutian 
Islands and a handwritten letter of presentation for her book Too Close 
Apart on The Tidal Press, Cranberry Isles, Maine, stationery sent as Jean G. 
Wadsworth. 
Jennie G. Everson  Entries include letters of correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Jerome G. Daviau  
Entries include typed correspondence with the Maine State Library on 
personal business stationery 
Jim Coolen  
Entry is a cover sheet with Coolen's name typed on it by the Maine State 
Library 
Jim Pierce  
Entries include brief biographical information, a business card, and typed 
correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Joel Sherman Hoar  Entries include a biography and letters on Hemp's Lunch and other business 
stationery 
John Francis Kane  Entries include letters and a page of book review excerpts 
John G. Clancy  
Entries include a biographical review newspaper clipping and 
correspondence from the Maine State Library 
John Herbert Lowell  Entries include a handwritten letter of presentation 
John Hooper  
Entries include letters from Hooper on Stephen Daye Press stationery, a 
biography, and a biographical newspaper clipping with information about 
the press 
John T. Kennedy  
Entries include a biographical newspaper clipping revealing Kennedy's pen-
name, Sparock Hall Kennedy, a letter typed on Falmouth Book House 
stationery by a publisher promotion manager, and a letter from Kennedy on 
Sparhawk Hall Inn stationery 
John W. Coombs  
Entries include typed letters on Duke University, Department of Physical 
Education and Athletics, stationery and newspaper obituary clippings with 
the photographic image of Coombs holding a baseball bat 
Joseph T. Beck  
Entries include brief biographical information, letters from the Maine State 
Library, and a record of Beck's visit to the library to present his book 
Josie Heath  Entries include letters and a handwritten biography 
Julius Seelye Bixler  
Entries include a typed biography and typed correspondence on Colby 
College, Office of the President, stationery 
Katherine C. Wood  
Entries include a typed letter on University Place Public Library, Nebraska, 
stationery concerning a tribute sent (missing) from Wood about her father 
and his Maine ancestry 
Katherine Fiske Berry  
Entries include a lengthy typed biography, handwritten letters on personal 
stationery, a record of clippings sent and returned, a request to use Jacob's 
quote for publication, a newspaper biographical feature clipping with a 
photographic image of Berry, handwritten records from Berry of Portland 
TV show interviews and radio announcements, a record of a prizewinning 
biographical sketch, handwritten postcards, a newspaper clipping of a 
posthumous honor ceremony for her father in Tokyo, and a newspaper 
article clipping about Berry's tree planting family dedication ceremony for 
her mother a year later  
Kathleen Millay  
Entries include a typed letter, transcription of some inscriptions for the 
Maine Author Collection, and two review newspaper clippings  
Kenneth Fuller Lee  
Entries include a typed letter and correspondence with the Maine State 
Library in reference to the unavailed recovery efforts of Lee's materials by 
his wife 
Kenneth Payson 
Kempton  
Entries include a handwritten letter with biographical information and a 
black and white photograph of Kempton 
Kris Larson  Entries include handwritten and typed biographical information 
L. Donald Caron  Entry is a typed biography 
Laurence Hardman  Entries include a brief biography and a handwritten letter 
Leland Hall  
Entries include correspondence where Hall refutes his work as connected to 
the State of Maine 
Lemuel Groves  
Entries include handwritten biography and letters and a publisher 
advertisement 
Lena Hall  
Entries include handwritten letters and a newspaper clipping featuring one 
of Hall's poems 
Leonard P. Berry  Entries include letters of correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Lewis Pendleton  
Entries include a handwritten biographical letter on plain paper stationery 
and typed letters of correspondence from the Maine State Library 
Lida Larrimore  
Entries include a biography, a typed biographical letter that reveals her pen 
name, Lida Larrimore, and a handwritten letter on a personal note card  
Lilian True Bryant  
Entries include typed and handwritten letters and a typed biographical 
letter  
Lillian Grace Copp  Entries include a typed biographical letter 
Linwood W. Moody  
Entries include brief biographical information, a printed publisher 
advertisement, a typed letter on personal stationery, and a typed 
biographical letter on plain paper stationery 
Loton Rogers Pitts  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography, typed 
letters on home-made The Cuckoo's Nest, Naples, Maine, stationery, 
biographical and review newspaper clippings, and a handwritten copy of the 
poem "Stonewalls" 
Louis Harris  Entries include letters from Judge Harris on personal stationery 
Louise Bigelow  Entries include typed biographical letters 
Louise Bogan  
Entries include typed and handwritten letters on personal and plain 
stationery, a photograph sent by her publisher, an opinion quote from Tate 
in The Bookman, a clipping from the Yale Review, a handwritten apology 
about a country house fire and delays in the aftermath, a published review 
section from Poetry magazine of "Dark Summer,"  a review clipping from 
the Wilson Bulletin, a handwritten letter from Rome describing politics at 
the time of Bogan's first Guggenheim fellowship, a letter from Wheelock on 
Charles Scribner's Sons stationery,  a typed postcard, a typed letter from 
Bogan while teaching at the University of Arkansas, correspondence on 
Poems in Folio stationery presenting a copy of  the poem "July Dawn" to the 
Maine State Library 
Louise Roberts 
Helmreich  Entry is a handwritten biography 
Lowe W. Wren  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed note from Wren 
hoping to present his book of Maine poetry to the Maine State Library with 
respect to A.G. Staples of the Lewiston Journal, and a typed letter on receipt 
of Wren's gift of A Dog's Howl and Other Poems. 
Lt. Col. John D. Fleming  
Entries include a typed letter of correspondence from the Maine State 
Library  
Lulu Hunt Peters M.D.  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed letter of 
correspondence on personal stationery 
Lura Beam  
Entries include a handwritten biography, a publisher advertisement, and a 
handwritten letter of presentation on personal stationery describing how 
Beam came to write a book about her birthplace and the contrast of this 
starting point to urban life 
Mabel Crankshaw  
Entries include a handwritten biography and handwritten letters of 
correspondence 
Mabel Freese Dennett  
Entries include brief biographical information, a handwritten letter and 
postcards on plain paper stationery, a newspaper review clipping, typed 
letters, a revealing handwritten biographical letter on personal stationery, a 
detailed publisher advertisement biography with information about 
Dennett and her Pulitzer Prize-winning son, and quotes and poems 
Manfred A. Carter  
Entries include typed letters on Methodist Parsonage stationery from 
Blackfoot, Idaho, a typed biography, a small envelope with printed poems 
inside, details on the rigors of learning printing,  handwritten postcards, and 
a typed postcard with the image of one of Carter's paintings 
Mara Mulligan   Entry is a typed biography 
Margaret and Carolyn 
Olmstead  
Entries include the typed transcripts of correspondence from the Maine 
State Library and a typed letter of reply from Margaret Olmstead 
Margaret B. Owen  
Entries include biographical inquiries concerning Owen, a typed reply on 
Bridgton Public Library stationery from Bonnie, a typed reply with some 
biographical information on Rangeley Library Association stationery from 
Beal, and typed letters on personal stationery from Owen concerning a 
short biography (missing) and some biographical information 
Margaret K. Henrichsen  Entries include letters of correspondence 
Marian MacGown Evans  
Entries include a typed excerpt from the biography, a handwritten letter on 
illustrated stationery from her daughter, and a handwritten biography from 
her sister-in-law as Evans had returned to her home in Tientsin, China, 
when the Maine State Library tried to contact her 
Marie Ahnighito Peary  
Entries include a biographical letter from Campbell on Loring, Short & 
Harmon stationery, handwritten correspondence on print and personal 
stationery, and a biographical newspaper review clipping with a 
photographic image 
Marilyn Joan Dwelley  
Entries include two handwritten biographies and a transcript copy of an 
order of the House of Representatives, 106th legislature, to honor and 
recognize Dwelley for her contribution to the State of Maine 
Marion C. Holmes  Entries include handwritten postcards and letters on personal stationery 
Marion John Bradshaw  
Entries include typed biographical information, handwritten letters on 
personal stationery, and an image sent before publication 
Marion Kimball  
Entries include handwritten letters of correspondence from Kimball in 
search of a publisher for her regional book and a biographical review 
newspaper clipping from the time of publication with the photographic 
images of turn-of-the-century transportation in Lincoln, Maine, and the 
image of published author Marion Kimball, her husband, and grandson 
Marion Southwick 
Bryant  
Entries include a typed biography, a typed letter, a photographic image of 
Bryant from a newspaper clipping, and newspaper review clippings 
Marius B. Peladeau  
Entries include a typed biography with Peladeau's business card and a copy 
of his biographical entry as prepared by the International Biographical 
Centre 
Marjorie Johnson  
Entries include a publisher advertisement and a handwritten letter with 
biography 
Mark Melnicove  Entries include a copy of a newspaper review article   
Mark P. Pendleton  Entry is a brief typed biography of the proprietor of the Progressive Age 
Mary A. Jordan  Entries include handwritten letters on personal stationery 
Mary Ann Hatch  
Entries include letters and a brief biography of Hatch on Coach House 
stationery 
Mary Belle Cushing  
Entries include brief, erroneous (Cushman) and factual biographical 
information and typed correspondence concerning Palmer's brochure 
"Life's Indian Summer" 
Mary Floyd Cushman  
Entries include typed biographical letters, correspondence from the Maine 
State Library to Cushman's publisher, and a letter of book gift presentation 
from Chambers, Religious Book Department, on Harper & Brothers 
stationery 
Mary Gould Davis  
Entries include a lengthy typed biography from The Junior Book of Authors, 
correspondence from the Maine State Library concerning her brother H.P.'s 
request, typed letters on New York Public Library stationery from the 
supervisor of storytelling, a handwritten letter on Yorks Log Village, 
Rangeley, Maine, stationery, and a typed letter on personal stationery a 
decade later, after taking a job with the Saturday Review of Literature 
Mary Hoxie Jones  Entries include a biographical letter of correspondence 
Mary Lee Coe  Entry is a handwritten biography 
Maurice Day  
Entries include a brief biography, a handwritten letter, and three 
photographs including one of Day. 
Maurice F. LeBlanc  
Entry is a handwritten letter of presentation signed by Maurice F. LeBlanc 
with a handwritten note from the Maine State Library confusing the name 
of the author 
May Stanley Mason  Entries include a typed letter on personal stationery 
Milton Bird  Entries include a biographical letter typed on personal stationery  
Miriam Colwell  
Entries include a Senate or House seat package mailing card with the 
handwritten name of Libby and presumably Colwell's birth information 
handwritten on the reverse, brief biographical information, a biographical 
review newspaper clipping with a photographic image of Colwell, typed 
letters on personal stationery, and a newspaper clipping with quotes from a 
book 
Miscellaneous Data A. 
Maine Authors and the 
Maine Author Collection 
Entries include the "Miscellaneous Data" cover sheet typed by the Maine 
State Library and a tear sheet copy of the January 1921 Maine Library 
Bulletin, pp.41-44, featuring an article  "Living Maine Authors" that lists the 
names, some titles, and some brief biographical information of then 
contemporary Maine authors including: Louis Clinton Hatch, Henry S. 
Burrage, James Phinney Baxter, Emma Huntington Nason, Everett S. 
Stackpole, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Holman Day, Lincoln Colcord, [Louise 
Helen] Coburn, John Kendrick Bangs, Nathan Haskell Dole, Arthur 
Huntington Nason, Edwin Pond Parker, Horatio Willis Dresser, Edward 
Stanwood, De Alva Stanwood Alexander, Robert Treat Whitehouse, Ralph 
Webster Leighton, Fred F. Lawrence, Charles S. Andrews, Herbert M. Heath, 
Charles Gardner Wheeler, Kate Douglas Wiggin, Nora Archibald Smith, Ben 
Ames Williams, Hugh Pendexter, Talbot Mundy, Henry Milner Rideout, 
Charles T. Copeland, Laura E. Richards, Maud Howe Eliot, Florence Howe 
Hall, Fannie Hardy Eckstorm, Amy E. Blanchard, Annie Hamilton Donnell, 
Harriett Prescott Spofford, Willis Boyd Allen, Arthur S. Roche, Charles A. 
Stephens, Richard Matthews Hallet, and John Clair Minot as well as a 
biographical sketch of Knut Hamsun, who had just won the Nobel prize in 
literature and an obituary of novelist C. N. Williamson. 
Miscellaneous Data B. 
Maine Authors and the 
Maine Author Collection 
Entries include chapters 27-31 of The Maine Book, by Henry Ernest 
Dunnack, 1920, pp.115-174, starting with Chapter 27 "Maine In Poetry" 
featuring "It's Home Up Here" by Holman F. Day with an illustration by Amy 
Rand, "Maine" by Lester Melcher Hart, "Maine" by June Wheeler 
Bainbridge, "Maine" by E. E. Harris, "Verses From The Old Homestead" by 
Emma Huntington Nason, "Dirigo" by Barnard Monroe, "Maine" by Frank 
Sewall, "Motherland" by Robert Rexdale, "State Of Maine, My State Of 
Maine" by George Thornton Edwards, a photographic print image entitled 
"The Murmurous Pines" by permission of Abington Press, "The Pine" by 
John Kendrick Bangs, "Maine" by Isaac McLellan, a photographic print image 
of campers and cabins at "Mount Katahdin", "A Song To Maine" by Louise 
Helen Coburn, "Lead On, Maine" by Elizabeth Powers Merrill, "The Voice Of 
Maine" by Ellen Hamlin Butler, "My Maine" by J. Otis Swift, "That's Where 
Maine Comes In" by Lydia Lord Shedd, "Seguin" by Manley H. Pike from 
Youth's Companion, "O!  Wanderers Of Maine!" by Julia H. May, a print 
illustration image from an original by Harry Cochrane "Popham Colony in 
1607," "Popham" by L. H. Sigourney, a photographic print image titled 
"Tomb of Governor Lincoln, On The Bank Of The Kennebec River, At 
Augusta," Chapter 28 "The First Poet" featuring a lengthy biography of 
Maine poet and the sixth Maine Governor Enoch Lincoln presented with a 
photographic portrait image titled "Madam Wood," Chapter 29  "The First 
Novelist" featuring a lengthy biography of Sally Sayward Barrell Keating 
Wood known as the novelist, Madam Wood, Chapter 30 "Books, Printers, 
Newspapers, Editors" featuring essays on the same as well as listings of 
Maine religious newspapers and Maine journalists, Chapter 31   "Maine's 
Contribution To Literature"  with an print illustration image titled "Governor 
Enoch Lincoln, Author of the Village" featuring a lengthy essay on this 
subject with in-depth information written by John Clair Minot and closing 
with the opening poem by Holman F. Day from Chapter 27 "Maine In 
Poetry." 
Miscellaneous Data C. 
Maine Authors and the 
Maine Author Collection 
Entries include a 1922 newspaper clipping from the Boston Herald 
announcing the development of the Maine Author Collection and 
architectural plans for "The Maine Room" and an article clipping from the 
January 1930 issue of the Maine Library Bulletin -- the Boston Herald 
clipping begins with the collection's statement of purpose and brief 
biographical information and some titles of Maine authors such as Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Holman F. Day, Hugh 
Pendexter, Frank A. Munsey, Arthur G. Staples, Kate Douglas[s] Wiggin, 
Sarah Orne Jewett, Henry Milner Rideout, Richard Matthews Hallet[t], Prof. 
Charles Townsend Copeland, Rev. Timothy Otis Paine, Selma Ware Paine, 
Mrs. Lydia Augusta Carter, Fannie Pearson Hardy, Olive Thorne Miller, 
William Grant Brooks, Henry Johnson, Lewis R. White, Elden Small, Arthur 
Griffiths, Charles R. Davis, Frances L. Mace, and Mary Baker Dunn, probably 
referring to Maine author, Martha Baker Dunn, the Maine Library Bulletin 
clipping written with respect to the personal inscriptions of Maine authors 
in their books for this collection, and especially a "diversity of books" from 
contemporary Maine authors shelved at the time this article was written in 
the office of the Maine state librarian, with a call for new Maine authors, 
and a brief list of authors who recently presented books to the Maine 
Author Collection : Mrs. Mary Tha[t]cher Higginson, Dr. Walter Franklin 
Prince, and Mr. Arthur Russell.   
Miscellaneous Data D. 
Maine Authors and the 
Maine Author Collection 
Entries include typed letters that served to advise State of Maine librarians 
when writing to Maine authors with hopes of acquiring presentation copies 
of books for the Maine Author Collection, beginning with a letter typed on 
Maine State Library, State House, Augusta, Maine, stationery, dated as from 
1924, describing plans for the collection and sent to authors with an article 
from the July 1922 [Maine] Library Bulletin (missing from the 
correspondence files),  "General Letter -- Form #1: To Be Used In Writing To 
An Author Who Has Written A Number Of Books" sent with an article 
clipping from the January 1930 [Maine] Library Bulletin, "General Letter -- 
Form #2" an introductory letter to new Maine authors sent with an article 
clipping from the [Maine] Library Bulletin, and "[General Letter --] #3: Letter 
To Author Already Represented In The Collection" -- the three enumerated 
standards were authored by Marion Cobb Fuller in May of 1930 and are 
notated in pencil. 
Misfiled Christmas Cove  
Entry is a letter typed by a yet unknown author with a somewhat 
indecipherable signature, writing in 1924 from Christmas Cove, Maine, on 
the receipt of a book inscribed by Maine state librarian Henry Ernest 
Dunnack and written while his guests were reading another copy of this 
same book, belonging to a Mr. Bingham. 
Myrtle S. Carter  
Entries include a biographical publication release newspaper clipping with a 
photographic image of Carter and a handwritten letter 
Nancy Brown  
Entries include a typed copy of an inventive biography adapted from Time, 
typed letters on The Detroit News stationery, a lengthy article clipping 
about a Belle Isle World Peace service with photographic and illustrated 
images of Brown's crowds and of Brown without exposing her identity, and 
possibly factual biographical newspaper clippings 
Nathaniel J. Hasenfus  
Entries include a brief biography, a book advertisement, letters, and a 
newspaper clipping with a photographic image of Dr. Hasenfus  
Norman E. Borden Jr.  
Entries include a typed letter with biographical information on personal 
stationery from the author of a story about a Maine sea captain and his wife 
Norman Merritt  Entries include a biographical newspaper clipping and a handwritten letter 
Olin Sewall Pettingill Jr.  
Entries include brief biographical information and typed correspondence on 
artistic personal stationery 
Oliver Leigh Hall  
Entry is a letter from the Maine State Library to former Maine Senator 
Arthur Gould in receipt of his book gifts of The Man From East Corinth, 
written by Hall, former librarian of the State of Maine 
Oscar Laighton  
Entries include biographical information about the Laighton family, a typed 
letter from Laighton at age 99 on Hobkirk Inn stationery, and a newspaper 
clipping of his obituary 
Parke Grindell  
Entries include letters of correspondence from the Maine State Library to 
the Patten Free Library in Bath, Me., searching for the poet Thomas 
Linwood Grindell, Jr. who wrote under the pseudonym Parke Grindel 
Patrick C. Dowling  
Entry is a typed biography with the birthdate of James C. Hamlen, Jr., a 
subject of Dowling's book 
Patrick W. Grace  
Entry is a copy of a typed biographical sketch on Patrick W. Grace, 
Photography, stationery with a wilderness photographic print image as well 
as a list of publications featuring Grace's photography and a lengthy list of 
his nature slide show programs for groups on the reverse. 
Paul A. Carter  
Entries include a typed biographical letter on personal stationery and a 
publisher advertisement from Cornell University Press 
Peter A. Bradford  
Entries include a brief handwritten biography and Bradford's typed 
biography of his appointments to the Maine Public Utilities Commission 
Peter Boynton  
Entry is a handwritten letter from Boynton on Wesleyan University 
stationery 
Philip Booth  
Entries include a typed biographical letter on Syracuse University, 
Department of English, stationery presenting a book gift to the Maine State 
Library 
Philip T. Coolidge  Entries include a brief biography and typed letters on personal stationery 
Prentiss Cummings  Entries include letters, a newspaper obituary, and a note card 
Quincy Kilby  
Entries include a brief biography, a letter typed on personal stationery, and 
a transcript of the inscription 
R. Brewster Harding  Entries include a biography and a publisher advertisement 
R. Manley Grindle  Entries include a biography and typed and handwritten letters  
R. Richard Ellingwood  
Entries include letters of correspondence from the Maine State Library to 
Ellingwood as the chief compiler of the 1940 Portland City Guide by the 
Maine Writers' Project, developed from the Federal Writers' Project in 
Maine, of the U.S. Work Projects Administration  
R.A. Dinsmore  
Entry is a printed card with Dinsmore's birthplace handwritten above his 
photographic image and a poem with a personal business advertisement on 
the reverse for Grafonola's and Diamonds 
R.P. Blackmur  
Entries include humorous and contemporary typed letters with brief 
biographical information and handwritten notes 
Rachel Graham Hess  
Entries include handwritten letters from Hess including a reply to the Maine 
State Library concerning poet Melissa Nash 
Ralph John Pollard  Entry is a typed biography 
Ralph Moody  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed letter on personal 
stationery with some biographical information 
Ralph Simon Palmer  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed letter on The 
University of the State of New York, New York State Museum, Albany, 
stationery   
Ray Cecil Carter  
Entries include a biographical newspaper clipping with the photographic 
image of Carter and typed letters on personal and Board of Education, 
Office of Departmental Supervisors, stationery 
Ray Waldron Pettengill  
Entries include a typed letter on Skidmore College stationery, a 
photographic portrait, and the transcript of an inscription 
Richard Grossinger  
Entries include a lengthy biography and a typed letter on North Atlantic 
Books stationery 
Richard O. Bickford  Entries include a typed biographical letter 
Richard O'Connor  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography from a 
book jacket, and the typed transcripts of letters from the Maine State 
Library 
Robert E. Pike  
Entries include brief biographical information, a photograph of riverman 
Bosse taken by Pike, and a typed biographical letter 
Robert G. Harbutt  Entries include letters and a handwritten letter by Harbutt. 
Robert Greenleaf Leavitt  
Entries include a brief biography and a handwritten letter with respect to 
the endurance of Maine Author Collection books in A.D. 2900 
Robert Henry Dempsey  
Entries include a typed biography and a typed letter on Chickadee 
Publishing Company stationery 
Robert M. Chute  Entry is a handwritten biography 
Robert W. Bruce  
Entries include typed correspondence from the Maine State Library to the 
former publisher of the Rangeley Highlander 
Roberta Mikules  Entries include a letter from the Maine State Library in receipt of a book gift 
Roger E. Lucas  Entries include a handwritten letter and a publisher advertisement 
Roger L. Grindle  Entry is a brief biography 
Roger Weare Bragdon  Entries include a typed biographical letter and letters of correspondence 
Roland Taylor Patten  
Entry is a typed letter of presentation on The Independent-Reporter, 
Skowhegan, Maine, stationery 
Rose Labrie  Entries include handwritten letters on personal stationery 
Rufus Matthew Jones  
Entries include a biography, letters typed on Haverford College stationery 
and handwritten on personal stationery, letters from Rush on Colby College 
and Clark University Library stationery, a publisher advertisement with a 
photographic image of Jones, handwritten and typed letters from Hinshaw, 
a typed letter from the secretary of Dr. Fosdick, and a typed letter on 
personal stationery from his daughter "Mary Hoxie" Jones 
Russell D. Butcher  Entry is a typed biography  
Ruth Blodgett  
Entries include a typed letter on The Madison Square, New York City, 
stationery, a typed biography, a newspaper review clipping, and a publicity 
photograph 
Ruth G. Haskell  
Entries include a brief biography and a typed biography on Campbell's Book 
Store stationery, a publisher advertisement, letters, and newspaper article 
clippings with the photographic images of Haskell with Hilda Mc Leod Jacob 
of the Maine State Library and of Haskell's wedding announcement 
Ruth G. Holbrook  Entries include letters and a newspaper clipping with a biography 
Sabatino Iannetta  
Entries include a newspaper clipping and letters of correspondence typed 
and handwritten on personal and Saint Ann's Rectory stationery 
Sandra Jewett 
Pomerleau  Entry is a handwritten biography 
Scott Nearing  
Entries include handwritten biographical information, a typed biography 
with corrections and bibliography, a publisher advertisement from the 
Social Science Institute, and a letter of correspondence on Maine State 
Library Cultural Building stationery 
Selma Ware Paine  
Entries include brief biographical information, a printed photographic image 
of Paine, a typed letter on personal stationery from Paine's sister Lydia, and 
typed notes of a book gift 
Shirley Berton Lesher  Entries include a typed letter  
Silas H. Perkins  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography, typed 
letters on Perkins Coal Company, Kennebunkport, Maine, stationery, a plain 
typed postcard, a newspaper clipping of the poem "Maine," and a 
newspaper obituary clipping  with the photographic image of Perkins 
Stasius Būdavas  
Entries include a biographical review newspaper clipping with a 
photographic image of Būdavas and a typed letter 
Stella V. Carvell  
Entries include a handwritten biographical letter from Carvell's mother, a 
typed letter from Owen on Oak Grove Seminary stationery, an impassioned 
typed biographical letter, and a postcard  
Sterling Tucker Dow  Entries include typed letters and a typed biography 
Steven K. Katona  Entry is a biography 
Steven Kroll  Entries include a biography and a typed letter from Kroll 
Stewart M. L. Pollard  
Entries include a typed biography and a typed biographical letter on 
personal stationery  
Sue Perrigo Jenkins  
Entries include a handwritten letter on personal stationery, a publisher 
advertisement, and a newspaper clipping  
Sumner Hazlewood  
Entries include a letter to Sumner from the Maine State Library with a reply 
from his sister on her personal stationery 
The School Around Us 
Children's Press  
Entries include a typed letter on Children's Press stationery from Murphy 
and copied articles about the School Around Us with the photographic 
images of illustrations, of Dick Murphy and his students in the classroom 
and cleaning the press, and an illustration by Fitanides for Schneider's book 
Thomas Bird Mosher  Entry is a photographic image of Mosher 
Timothy Otis Paine  
Entries include brief biographical information, a printed photographic image 
of Paine, typed transcriptions of inscriptions, and a handwritten card from 
Paine's daughter Bertha  
Tom Cluff  
Entries include brief biographical information and typed correspondence 
from Meeks on Follett Publishing Company stationery posthumously 
presenting Cluff's book to the Maine Author Collection 
Violetta Lansdale Berry  
Entries include a typed biographical letter and letters on personal punched 
paper stationery 
Virginia Allen Healey  Entries include letters and a handwritten biography 
Virginia Woods Bellamy  
Entries include letters of correspondence with Bellamy and an affectionate 
typed biographical memo from the Bond Wheelwright Company written 
after her death 
W.B. Holway  Entries include a handwritten letter from Holway 
Waldo Peirce  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography, and 
handwritten letters on personal stationery  
Walter A. Hawkins  
Entries include typed and handwritten letters on personal stationery, a 
printed poem, photographs of the Rathskellar, and a publication advertising 
Bridgton, Maine  
Walter J. Creamer Jr.  
Entries include brief biographical information, and a typed letter of 
presentation on University of Maine, Orono, Department of Electrical 
Engineering, stationery 
Walter L. Cook  
Entries include brief biographical information, a biographical professorial 
appointment newspaper article clipping, and typed letters on Bangor 
Theological Seminary stationery  
Walter Piston  
Entries include brief biographical information, a typed biography, and 
handwritten letters of correspondence on Harvard University, Department 
of Music, and plain paper stationery 
Wayne R. Bean  
Entries include typed and handwritten biographical information prepared 
for Bean to send to the Maine State Library 
Wesley George Pierce  
Entries include a typed biographical letter, typed correspondence on plain 
paper stationery, and a newspaper review clipping 
Will C. Beale  
Entries include a typed transcript of an inscription, typed letters from Beale 
on his personal and business stationery, a filmography, a publisher 
advertisement with a image of Beale from a watercolor painting, a 
newspaper clipping advertisement with review quotes, a biographical letter, 
requests for Dunnack to read his unpublished manuscripts, requests to use 
the Maine State Librarian's comment about his book, and correspondence 
with Beale's wife after his death 
Will Penney  
Entries include brief biographical information and letters of correspondence 
with the Maine State Library 
William Armstrong 
Fairburn  
Entries include brief and conflicting biographical information, typed letters 
on personal stationery from Fairburn's secretary Fraser, correspondence 
with Fairburn's wife and a newspaper obituary clipping from the time of his 
death in 1947, a handwritten letter from his son William president of the 
newly formed Fairburn Foundation on personal stationery in a William 
Gordon Company envelope, typed letters from Ritchie on the Fairburn 
Marine Educational Foundation, Inc., stationery, a typed memorandum and 
correspondence from Ritchie on personal and business stationery upon the 
receipt by the Maine State Library of the completed volumes of Merchant 
Sail, a copy of a detailed biographical book release newspaper article, a 
postcard of the restoration of the Star of Alaska in San Francisco, California, 
correspondence about book loans and the permission to distribute the 
volumes of Merchant Sail in Europe, and letters (or copies of letters) and 
records of the Fairburn Foundation's presentation of the 6 volume sets to 
libraries: the Bulletin of the United States Naval Academy, the Essex 
Institute Historical Collection of Salem, the Log of Mystic Seaport, the 
United States Naval Academy, the State of California Maritime Academy, 
the Chenery Library of Boston University, the Library of the University of 
Glasgow, The Newberry Library, an excerpt from the United States Naval 
Institute Proceedings on Fairburn Marine Educational Foundation, Inc., 
stationery, the University of New Hampshire, the Maritiem Museum Prins 
Hendrik of Rotterdam, the Ventura County Free Library, the Dartmouth 
College Library Bulletin, the National Maritime Museum in London, the 
Museo Storico Navale, Venezia, and the Technical University of Istanbul, 
Turkey 
William Berchen   Entry is a typed biography 
William Briant Hobson  
Entries include a biography and letters on Drake Business School, Inc., 
stationery 
William Brown  Entries include a handwritten letter from Brown 
William Converse 
Kendall  Entries include a bibliography and letters typed on personal stationery 
William Davis Patterson  Entry is a typed letter from the Maine State Library 
William Franklin Dove  
Entries include a handwritten biography and handwritten letters of 
correspondence 
William Henry Kilby  Entries include a biography and receipt of a book gift from his son 
William M. Clark  
Entries include brief biographical information, typed letters and cards on 
plain paper stationery, a typed letter from Anthony on David McKay 
Company, Inc., stationery, a biographical newspaper review clipping with 
photographic images of Clark, a book review newspaper article clipping 
written by Clark, a book review newspaper clipping, a handwritten letter on 
personal stationery, and Jacob's attempt in 1967 to elucidate Clark's birth 
information, concerning Clark's profession that he was born outside of 
Schoharie, New York, in 1915 
William Macbeth Pierce  Entries include the typed transcription of a handwritten biographical letter 
William Morrell Emery  
Entries include a typed biography and handwritten letters on personalized 
stationery and plain paper 
William Robinson 
Pattangall  
Entries include brief biographical information, typed transcripts of 
correspondence with Fellows and Conquest, and a printed publication 
advertisement card 
Windsor P. Daggett  
Entries include brief biographical information and a typed request letter 
from the Maine State Library   
Winnie Gray Curtis  
Entries include correspondence from the Maine State Library concerning 
the poem "To a Pine" in the Harrison anthology and several children's 
poems printed in the magazine Something To Do 
 
